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Greeks govern SGA,
elections upcoming
Tim Brockwell
Staff writer
With Student Government Association elections
approaching, some students may be wondering why Greeks fLil the majority of
SGA positions.
According to Coordinator of
Student Activitie!': Jeanie
Morgan, there are currently
42 members of Greek
organizations out of 77
total members in SGA,
making up approximately 55 percent of the orga·
nization's positions.
The
University's
Greek community comprises approximately 950
students,
representing
roughly 9 percent of the
10,000-plus student body.
A
quarter-century
has
passed since the last non·Greek
SGA President was elected at Murray
State. According to Morgan, that honor
belonged to Louis Zimmerman, who
served as SGA President in 1986-87.
"I have been here at (Murray
State) since 1983," Morgan
said. "Since then there has
been only one SGA Presi·
· dent elected that was not
involved in a Greek organization.''
Tara Hawthorne, coordinator of Greek life and
student organizations,
said Greek participation
in student government
should be encouraged.
"I think it's a positive
thing," Hawthorne said. "It
shows that our students arc
involved in many different organizations and makes sure they are
well-rounded individuals."
Jonathan Jones, SGA graduate assi~tant
and former vice president for Murray State,
acknowledges the advantage of being a member of :.1
Greek organization when seeking election to office.
''You have a bigger ha~c with Greek involvement," Jones said. "I am now a member of Sigma Phi
Epsilon, but was not involved in a Greek organiza-

tion when I originally ran."
While he stresses the importance of Greek
involvement, Jones said he also recognizes a need
for diversity within SGA.
"It's important to have a
wide variety of students
involved in SGA," Jones
said. "A diverse SGA
is a good thing."
SGA President
Kirby O'Donoghue,
active
member Alpha_
Omicron Pi and
senior
from
Westview, Ky..
has
been
involved in student
government since her
freshman year.
"I came into SGA
as an independent
student and later joined
a Greek organization,"
O'Donoghuc said. "Having seen
'both sides, I think it's very
significant to have a specific group of students
rally behind you. It
helps you gain support, because you
have given a
group your support."
SGA's operating budget
for the 2010-11
school year is
$176,050,
including funds
for items such as
scholarships. student salaries and
office maintenance.
SGA elections will
take place April 11 through
April 19,
,
"The purpose of student government is to represent students,'' Morgan said. "All
students have the opportunity to run. They have to
takt• the initiative." •
Contact Brockwell at cimorhy.brockwell@
murraystate.edu.
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With 28 points, sophomore guard Mariah Robinson led the Racers In an OVC tournament comeback. However, the Govs were able to hold Murray State off In a first-round oame Wednesday,lB.

Board approveS sick leave buyback, other policies
Aust in Ramsey
Assistant News Editor
The Murray State Board of
Regents met Fdday to discuss several policy changes and recognize University advancements since its last
quarterly meeting.
University President Randy Dunn
began the Board meeting with his
report.
Dunn told Board members phase
one of the Lovett Auditorium reno·
vations were well underway, with
extl!rior restorations complete and
interior work to begin in upcoming
months.
Dunn said he hopes to look toward
the Hold Thy Banner High donation
campaign for money to fund the
rl!modeling project on the historic
auditorium.
Dunn also announced the start of
several new graduate certificate programs at Murray State's regional
campuses. Programs included veterinary hospital management, professional writing and' human develop·
ment and leadership.
The programs are expected to garncr strong support from regional
campus students who take classes to
gain skill sets rather than degrees, he
said.
In addition, the Board heard pro·
posed University policy changes.
Also brought to the members at
the board meeting were the results
of the National American Council of
Trustees and Alumni survey, "What
Will They Learn?"
Murray State r!!ccivcd a B ranking
for its general education or Univer·
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Faculty Regent Jack Rose (left) discusses one of many topics raised at the quarterly Board of Regents meeting Friday In Pogue Library.
sity studies program. The University
was one of only two in the state that
received high scoring.
Provost Bonnie Higginson said she
was proud of the council's high
praise.
"In examining our University
studies program, the council found
that we earned a H, which is a good
grade, considering only 17 institu·
tions in the country earned an A,"
she said.

Higginson also said the Board recognized the University's Quality
Enhancement Plan.
"We have a QEP because our
accrediting agency, the Southern
Association of Colleges and Schools
requires every institution to identify
an area or topic that is important to
the institution's success," she said.
Higginson said, as a result, the
University implemented On the
Write Path, a program designated

two years ago ro help improve stu·
dents' writing skills through subprograms such as the Racer Writing
Center.
In a presentation praising the University's success through their QEP,
Peter Murphy, director of the University studies program, said good
writing should be something on the
mind of all students.
•"We write, and we write well,'
that's what students should be able

to say when they leave this Universi·
ty," he said. "And there is evidence
that our students are becoming better writers."
The Hoard also voted on giving
Dunn authority to limit pay in the
event faculty and staff members do
not bother to electronically file
information on days they miss.
Board Chair Constantine Curris
said too many employees are doing
this.
"Individuals use Banner when
they take a vacation day or leave
day," he said. "This policy is that
when you move to an electronic sys·
~em. the President has to authorize
dealing with individuals wbo conscientiously neglect to fill out their
forms."
The Board also voted to adopt a
program from the Kentucky Teachers' Retirement Program to give
retiring faculty members the ability
to buy back <Unused sick leave.
'
Tom Denton, vice president of
finance and administrative services,
said the program would affect retirement checks.
"The amount of money that a
retiree receives on a monthly basis
for the rest of their life is based on a
number of different factors," he saiq.
·•one of them is the length of service."
Denton said the amount of time a
retiree worked at the University corresponds with the amount of money
the person receives monthly. The
buyback program can add a little to
it, he said.
Contact Ramsey at aramsey5@
murraystate.edu.
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Across campus
GTA8 ~ fbr boat fimiilies
Tbe GiTe ~ a Break program, offering
international studexltl--bomes during Spring
Br~ l$ ~·for !Qc:al stUdents or families to
opeJl up their liolnei.
The p~ pro,vides an opportunity for
both the boatS and pests to be introduced to

di1f'ftent c~ and •·~·

Studen-. ~ iD patticlpat~Ds are asked

to viait

www.murr.,.e.edu/~reak

for more information. Tbe deadline to apply is

today.

Business society
returns, recruits
Haley Russell
Staff writer
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Adam Meredith, graduate student from Cadiz. Ky., helps Jiwon Seo, freshman from Seoul, South Korea, write apaper about Macbeth for his ENG 105 class.
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Writing center issues
John Walker
Staff writer
Staff at the University's Rncer Writing Center plan to start handing
out free thumb' drives starting Monday as part of the center's midterm push to bring in students.
Jeffrey Osborne. director of the Racer Writing Center, said they will
be handing out 100 512-megabytc thumb drives starting Monday.
"We arc going to ~ive them out until they run out," Osborne said.
"My guess is they'll run out starting Monday."
Osborne said to receive the gifts students would not have to receive
assist:mcc from the Racer Writing Center but must sign up with their
name and e-mail address.
"Just like we gave out the iPad last semester we are hoping this will
bring more students out to sec the writing center," Osborne said. ''The
more students who know where we are the more chance of some of
thnse students coming back whL·n they need help.''
Adam Meredith, graduate student from Cadiz. Ky .. said the writing
center is getting traffic from all over campus, including man'y of the
University's international students.
"I would say 50 to 60 percent of the people who come in here are
(international students)," Mcn~dith said. "We help them fix n lot of the
small. grammar problems they have, which is a huge boost in their language skills."

Mer~dith said he works with students who are younger and need
help with smaller research papers. Underclassmen arc not the only
students who need help with writing papers.
"l have had to help graduate students before," Meredith srud. "And
I have helped students with resumes and even helped someone apply
to law school."
•
Meredith said he believes the center is making a difference for
many students on campus and distributing thumb drives will only
help.
"We are going to get a lot of people who want that thumb drive,"
Meredith said. "The good thing is it will help people see wnere the
writing center is and do more to get the name out there."
University President Randy Dunn said the writing center has done
well for its first year and looks forward to its future success.
"The Racer Writing Center has had phenomenal success in its first
year of operation in Waterfield Library, basically filling every available appointment slot through the fall semester and into this spring,"
Dunn said via e-mail. "This level of subscription shows how badly this
resource was needed at (Murray State) and also reinforces the importance of the University's quality academic improvement initiative,
'On the Write Path."'
The Racer Writing Center is located in the back of Waterfield
Library and is open 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through Thursday.
Contact Walker at john.walker@murra}'state.edu.

After resurfacing last fall, Phi Beta Lambda, the
business honor society, is hosting the Future Business
Leaders of America (FBLA) competition, Wednesday,
March 23, which will bring more than 850 students
from 13 different high schools to campus.
Representatives from Phi Beta lambda and the College of Business said they are looking to the competition as a vehicle to recruit high school students interested in business.
Coordinator Judy Williams said Phi Beta Lambda,
the t:quivalent of FBLA on a collegiate level, spoke
about the importance of the competition.
''High schoolers compete in a variety of events but
it's all based on their curriculum in high school," she
said. "Then when they come to college it would be the
same thing: events that the college teaches."
Phi Beta lambda is not currently competing at the
collegiate level due to the club's inexperience.
Stephanie Totty, academic adviser in the College of
Business, said it is a goal the chapter has, however.
"Our goal, at this point. is to get us there next spring
because collegiate competitions arc generally on the
same schedule as the high school ones so if people
were in FBLA in high school, it's the same (idea)," she
said. "Hopefully in 2012 we're going to be there and
win some awards."
Chris Patel, sophomore from Russellville, Ky.. and
reporter for Phi Beta Lambda, said the recruitment of
high school students is something the society takes
seriously and they have plans to not only work in the
upcoming competition but attend the state level competition as well to inform students of the honor society at the University.
Williams said competition in FBLA is important for
high school students.
;
"They can learn to be self·contident, they can learn
to speak, they can learn to present, they can learn to
do a lot of things they're going to be doing when they
get out there in the job market," she srud.
The honor society is not limited to business majors
and interested students are encouraged to contact
Totty at' stephanie.totty@murraystatc.edu.
Contact Russell at hrussell@murraystate.edu.
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Opinion Editor: Casey Bradley
Phone: 809-5873

Our View

Patch work on
problems only
temporary fix·
The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of

about the questionable plastic surfaces in front of Waterfield
The Murray State News.
Library, rumored to be "slipproof," and definitely not more
gravel, there's already plenty of
W .lkJ.ng to and from classes,
tiny rocks on campus.
you may have noticed the dangers
Instead of applying a quick fix-it
of traversing the mall strip
solution. consider one that will, oh
between the Carr Health, Applied
we don't know, last? Thinking in
years rather than weeks or months
Sciences and Blackburn Science
buildings. Who hasn't tripped or
is not only beneficial to student
snagged their foot in the crumsafety, but also the University's
bling path at this point?
pocket-book.
The mall strip isn't the only area •
Simply applying a patch to a
of campus literally falling apart,
problem is never the best solution
for long term endurance.
though.
Let's not forget the entrance to
This week we may finally see a
parking across from Pogue
productive change to the mall
Library. Those potholes are large
strip. Having to tear up the groun~
enough to drown in if passesrby
work in order to lay wires for the
new lamps, dyed concrete is being
aren't careful. Since last semester,
the entrance has been repaired
poured in place over top.
more than once. The most recent
Clearly concrete is effective,
attempt was a quick "fix," consistotherwise roads would be paved
ing of gravel poured into the gapwith a different material.
Why not tear out the ineffective
ing holes. Seriously? If you take a
look, you'll notice the gaping porportions of the beaten path and
tions of missing ground with a bit
replace it with concrete in other
of rock scattered around them,
portions of campus? It's not as if
decoratively.
you can't be creative with conPeople walking, students in
crete and we've seen the material
wheelc!tairs and those on bikes are
is far more durable than the disall affected by damaged walkways.
entigrating ru~ble already in place
In the past and present, repairs
in some areas.
We get that there is a constant
to the mall strip have been practically useless, only creating more
stampede of students traveling
sidewalk crumbs for students to
across the varied surfaces on campus. And we know it can be diffikick off into the grass. Just more
than a day after the gray patchcult to divert the flow of University attendees when a problem
work was applied to the crumbled
needs addressing. But you know
surface, pieces were cracked,
some kicked aside. Of course the
what? Sometimes you just have to
damp weather hasn't helped, but
cowboy up and take care of a
problem. And this week we fmally
neither has the presence of cruisers and work vehicles, either.
see the University saddling up and
Could we please find a durable
taking care of one problem.
solution for all the surface probSo how about tackling the parklems already? We're not talking
ing lot lake next?
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Student discusses hot topics
Black
History
Month is
over. .
However, I urge
everyone
to
learn
about the
achievements
every cuiJunior from
ture, race
Greenville, Ky.
or nation
has contributed to
our city, county, state, country
and most importantly, our world.
I have decided to dedicate an
opening commentary of the flrst
issue of each month to current
hot topics. As a college student, it
is necessary to be informed of
current topics in order to be able
to speak intelligently with your
peers and professors. It absolutely kills me when people actually
brag about not reading the paper
or generally being uninformed.
But, l digress. Sit back and get
ready. It's time for Hot Topics:
On the world front, you would
have to be under a rock to not
know of the current situation in
Libya. Libya is an oil-rich nation
in North Africa.
It has been under the tough, if
sometimes erratic, control of Col.
Muammar el-Qaddafi ever since
he took control in 1969.
However, in February 2011, the
unrest throughout much of the
Arab world exploded in several
Libyan cities. As of Wednesday,
rebels in the important oil town
of Brega successfully fended off
an attack by mercenaries, which
were aligned with the government. The attack was seemingly a
part of other efforts by el-Qaddafi

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -cornelius Johnson
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What was your reaction
:to the PostSecret talk?
"1 thought it was really humorous when
he was joking. At the end I thought it
was really inspirational for every one
to tell their secrets. People can relate ..
to the secrets."
Danielle Merrill • Louisville
sophomore
"It was really cool to hear Frank Warren
talk about (PostSecret). It was neat to
see the strength in some of the
students that got up and shared their
secrets. I know I couldn't do it."

Sarah Guthrie • Wilmore. Ky.

;unior
"I found it inspirational and
enlightening. I like the idea of putting a
secret on a postcard and sending it out
to a stranger. It gives us a chance to
tell our story and gives the mute a
chance scream."

to

Gabrielle ·Robinson • Paducah
freshman
Derek Miller/The Nt"W>

to reaffirm control over strategic
oil assets which rebel forces have
taken in recent weeks.
So what does this mean to you?
Get out your fuel efficient vehicles and have them at the ready.
Oil prices jumped to two-and-ahalf year highs as soon as news of
airstrikes hitting Brega were
announced.
Simply put, if you are a driver,
be prepared to start shelling out
more than the usual $2.85. At the
moment, gas prices have soared
to $3.25. The days of paying $4.00
and higher are slowly materializing again.
On the home front, in the world
of politics, the Obama Administration publicly stopped supporting Defense of Marriage Act.
DOMA is a federal law signed in
by President Bill Clinton on Sept.
21, 1996. Under the law, no state
(or other political subdivision
within the United States) is
required to treat the marriage of
a same-sex couple considered a
marriage in one state a marriage
in all states; the federal government defines marriage as a legal
union between one man and one
woman. It passed both houses of
Congress by large majorities.
Essentially, we are one step
closer to treating all the citizens
of the United States of America
equally. Change takes time.
·Regardless of how you feel about
President Obama, he is coming
through, slowly but surely, for the
LGBT community and every
other citizen in the United States.
Hot topics wouldn't be hot topics if we did not speak about the
happenings of Hollywood.
Chalked full of addicts, over
paid actors and confused individuals, most of us are more aware of
these less important, but more
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amusing happenings.
Charlie Sheen has officially left
the building. CBS has pulled the
plug on the popular show 'Two
and a Half Mep.''
Legally, tht!y arc only allowed
tu cancel the remaining episodes
in the Sl'<Json. However, Sheen is
demanding an apology from the
CBS Executive and a $1.2 million
raise for each episode. Hl' would
be getting paid $3 million for each
episode.'
The future of the show looks
bleak.
HBO has reportedly offered
him a 30-minutc sitcom for $5
million ~m episode. HBO executives see ratings and money.
Sheen is off his rucker, in denial
and out of control.
After public humiliation at the '
Super 13owl, Christina Aguilera i!'
now melting down. For starters,
she Lc; living in a house with her
new boyfriend and husband. The
husband is refusing to move out
because they arc still married.
That is a mess within itself.
Pair that with her reported diva
antics. failed movie "Burlesque"
and alcohol fueled rants, and we
might sec photos of Christina
shaving her head and checking
herself into the Betty Ford Clinic.
Stardom is similar to nobility, pcuple either are horn into a famOUl>
family or birthed with raw talent.
What they do with the fame and
money that comes along with
stardom really speaks for their
character.
The two aforementioned really
have issues, but don't worry.
We'll be watching and hoping for
this best. Maybe.
There you have it folks .
The hot topics that will keep
you informed and allow you to
participate intellit-:cntly with any'
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The News welcomes commentaries and letters to the edttor. letlers should lJe 300 words or less. Con·
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contributions should be turned in by noon on Tuesday of each week via e·matl or thenews.org. Contri·
butions to The News are the opinion of the author and not that of The Murray State News.
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(In response to the commentary 'History. truth are complex' published by The Murray
State News on Feb. 2S)
As a former professor of philosophy myself. and of logic in
particular, I'm disappointed in
Cynthia Gayman arguing that
"the actions of those profoundly
unfaithful to their faith" can be
played down because "many
Christians were not unfaithful,
among them, martyrs Sophie
Scholl and her brother, who
worked with the anti-Nazi
group, White Rose (pan-European and Christian) and Dietrich Bonhoeffer, the German
Lutheran pastor who defied the
laws of the Third Reich as early
as 1933, and supported Jews until
his capture and subsequent execution in 1945."
Would Gayman be placated if
her employer told her she was
getting a 25 percent pay-cut, but
not to worry because she was
still going to be paid "many'' dollars?
How can she call a handful of
heroic Christians "many" in the
context of millions of Christians
operating the machinery of
mass-murder for years on end,
under th~ direction of leaders
whose profession of Christianity
was never questioned by the
guardians of their religions?
The climax of professor Gayman's argument against Zingrone is, "Why should actions
by Christians discredit Christianity? To somehow twist the
responsibility for the Holocaust
away from Nazi political ideology to the centuries of dehumanization and persecution of the
Jews by Christianity is dishonest
in the extreme."
r don't know bow Zingrone
would answer, but MY answer
to Cynthia's question is because
the actions of tlie Ctiristians in
question was representative of
their faith for three reasons:
First, the entire leadership of the
church was derelict and cowardly; secondly, the clearly

Jeers to

largely discredited and never
experimentally based.
Conversely, most of psychological investigation (psychophysics,
neuroscience.
learning, social, cognitive, etc.)
since its inception and as practiced today was and is based on
experimentation,
statistical
analysis and peer review. as is
modern clinical therapy.
Despite Gayman's intriguing
and ignorant claim to the contrary, psychology is quite
secure in its status as a science.
Mountains of verified and
replicated
findings about
human behavior and mind pro:
duced by more than 120 years
of empirical investigation
secured that status long ago.
What this digression had to do
with my list of facts about the
Holocaust is unclear.
Also dubious is the equating
of chemistry, physics and engineering with mortuary science
as "technologies of death".
Only in the hands of political
and religious ideologies do
technologies become lethal.
Hitler's appeal to Christian
thinking in "Mcin Kampf' is
consistent with his and other
Nazi leaders speeches.
Again, the Nazis quoted Martin Luther not Darwin or some
other scientist as Ben Stein and
friends might imply.
To fail to acknowledge Christianity's significant role in the
Holocaust along with the pseudoscientific ideology of the
Nazi party, is as inaccurate as
attempting to downplay Christianity's current promulgation
of homophobia in this country
and around the world.

immoral Jewish Holocaust and
the clearly immoral and unjust
war conducted by the Third
Reich could not have happened
in a democratic nation in which
98 percent of the population
who were professed Christians
were uncooperative; the cooperation of the Christian population
was incredibly universal, the
exceptions being negligeable.
Lastly, the leadership of the
Nazi party were professed
Christians and the Christian
authorities didn't say otherwise
at the time.
Ray Dubuque.

thene\vs.org

Role of
Christianity
p~esent
(In response to the commentary 'History, truth are complex' published by The Murray
State News on Feb. 2S>
Cynthia Gayman's response
to my editorial on Ben Stein
claims I attempted to rescue
science by attacking Christianity.
My editorial was primarily a
long list of the facts on Christianity's extensive involvement
in the Nazi regime and its hundreds of years of anti-Semitism,
neither of which she refuted.
And I stated that both Nazi ideology and centuries of Christian dehumanization of Jews
each had their roles in facilitating the Holocaust, not just
Christianity as she also misunderstands. Nor did I propose a
causal link between the two as
Gayman misreads.
Nazi pseudoscientific ideas
of eugenics and Aryan racial
theory had nothing to do with
Christianity and I did not claim
so. How Freud was relevant to
the discussion I'm not sure. but
urilike Gayman, ,! don) aq111\re
Freud or his crackpot theories.
Psychoanalysis was never a
science but an idiosyncratic
method of therapy based on untestaqle speculative theory,

William Zingronc,
Assistant Professor ol Psycholoffy

I

Engaging
speakers
wanted
(In re$ponsc to the staff editorial 'Speakers fall short of student e.-v:pectations' published by
The Murray State News on Feb.

As a community member I
had the pleasure of attending
the free lectures of Ben Stein
and Tsering Phuntsok.
There was quite a contrast:
One said a lot and said nothing,
the other said little and said a
lot.
Ben Stein's relaxed oratory
was confident and exceptional.
It's too bad he had nothing to
say. He seemed to ask nothing
of us but our applause and we
obediently gave it to him when
ever he pressed patriotic
themes.
He played us like a piano and
provided pap.
I didn't know what to expect
from the orange-robed Tibetan
monk, who had traveled
halfway around this world to
"be" here.
Blowing into his silver-clad
thigh-bone horn, chanting in
the soft syllabled Tibetan language, Phuntsok asserted
humbly that he was no one special, a common monk speaking
to an educated audience and
yet his honed presence w,a s
strong and quite moving.
Decades of monastic work
and English as a sel:ond language perhaps left him speaking few words, but he did convey the subtle issues of the lecture's topic on that Valentine's
day; to be capable of loving,
capable of comP.assion, one has
to "wake up", open one's eyes
and see MThat is ''hidden'' right
in front of one's eyes.
That's a start.
That's not nothing.
During Stein's lecture I
became a passive, obedient
audience member. During
Phuntsok's lecture. I became an
active listener.
Expectations are tricky
things. We need to "raise our
banners high"; what I want
from a lecturer is active
engagement, not entertainment.
I got that• from the orangerobed monk <al\'d not from tlie
famous Ben Stein.
Barbara Potterfield,
non-student from New Concord,
Ky.
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Cheers to ... World Book . .,..,.,.,
Republicans call- ~Day on Thursday.
ing for the arrest
From reading tQem to
of the 14 Democbinding my own,
rats on Thursbooks are the coolest.
day, who fled in
Show your love, pick
an effort to postone up today (a day
pone voting. Talk it
late) and dive in.
aJ.,.... Jeers to ...
out. folks.
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of the mall
•
polite.
strip.
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M i d d 1e
school has
gone from
bad to stupid.

J-.- v

about time.
Seriously. My
• toes kill from
stubbing them. Thanks,
Teers to ·- HarperCollins for
deciding their
library ebooks
will self-des·truct
after 26 checkouts. Sorry, what?
Jeers to the idiocy
of that idea. Come on.

CheC.k it!

CMers to - Pokemon
~Black and White
·

being released
Sunday! Finally, I
can catch even
more of those
ridiculous critters. Who wants to trade?

KidS At Play

What are
your plans
after
graduation?

No looking back
Four years ago,
at the beginning of
my college career,
a friend 'introduced me to PostSecret. My first
thought consisted
of "Why in the
-'-----.:.....1 world didn't I
Casey Bradley think of this~" ..
After the 1ntttal
Opinion Editor disappointment in
my own creativity, I perused the collection of secrets.
Collage, photography and drawing
were all presented on postcards,
revealing secrets both heartbreaking
and humorous. Some secrets I found
myself relating with, while others 1
knew I would never be able to ever
personally understand.
I've always believed you should
refuse to live with regrets. Quite a
few secrets I've read have dealt with
looking at one's life and regreting
this or that, aching for life never
lived or decisions made.
Life is short. There's always time
to stop and smell the roses. but don't
get caught up thinking about it, planning the exact moment and scheduling it into your weekly routine. Just
do it.
Approaching the end of my years
as an undergraduate, I've found
myself panicking. I've grown comfortable with college life, dragging
myself reluctantly from sleep to
attend •classes, spending my nights
out with friends while avoiding
homework. This is a time in my life
that is relatively care-free.
What happens when I graduate?
Originally, I planned to bunk up with
my family until II figured out my next
move. AmeriCorps? Peace Corps?
Graduate school? Over the years I've
built up what J believe to be a solid
resume and portfolio for whatever
my next adventure turns out to be,
but now I've reached a time to make
a decision. And you know what I
realized? I don't want to go back to
an old comfort zone.
I came to Murray in order to
escape what I was comfortable· with,
tomake new friends and connections
and to' grow as a person. That decision is among the best I've ever
made.
So I made another dedision. I
'
inquired about a summer position
at
an arts center in Fairhope, Ala., even
further from my adolescent home
(and a place I never imagined myself
when I was younger). It's a new
place, a town where I'm only barely
acquainted with a handful of people
and hardly know the layout of the
city. It's a place strange to me that
I've never explored (not including
the five days spent there last Spring
Break).
I don't want to regret my summer
decisions or the time spent directly
out of college. When I mail a s'ecret
to Frank Warren, 1 don't want it to
read about things 1 never did or
refused to try.
.
Instead I'm uprooting myself, once
more, in search of a different variety
of soil.
While our lives are short, it's amaz·
ing the amount of time we do have.
In a world of accessibility, I refuse to
regret my future.
After I graduate. I'm moving
myself further outside my cozy circle
of familiarity. And I'm not looking
back.
~-~

a

Contact Bradley at
bradley@murraystate.edu.

by Alex Lane

• The News Facebook opinion forum:
Share your thoughts about articles, cur·
rent events or campus happenings.

By The Numbers is now
exclusively online at
thenews.org
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Sports Editor: Greg Waddell
Assistant Sports Editor: Drew Hursey
Phone: 809~4481

Just a Bit Outside

The outsidelooking in
March is the best
month of the year.
Don't try to argue
with me, it's indisputable.
Some people may
say May, some may
say October, I say
wrong.
----~G~----March is when
reg
dreams come to life
Waddell
Sports Editor
for some and dies for
others. March is when
.
the NCAA basketball tournament takes
place.
For all the good things the tournament
is, there are still ma.jor flaws that should
be addressed. The biggest one on my list
is the distribution of automatic bids.
Allow me to make my point.
Imagine with me for a moment the
most beautiful thing you've ever seen,
· the most beautiful scene imaginable.
Now, imagine this: It's a warm spring
morning. Off in the distance. nestled
among a sea of quaint subdivisions, is a
house (maybe your house). In the living
room, the television blinks on. awakened
from its slumber, as its speakers slowly
come to life. You plop down into your
recliner. the weight of your body sinking
into the sMt cushions as the images on
the screen start to form.
You grab the bowl of snacks sitting on
the coffee table (could be chips, maybe
pretzels. it's your dream, you decide) and
rest it in your lap, preparing for what will
surely be the most peaceful day of your
week. March Madness is back and you
won't miss it. You called into work to
make sure you wouldn't miss it.
The screen begins to focus and a smile
creeps across your face as two team
names appear on the top of the broadcast. The NCAA tournament is about to
begin and this is the moment you've been
waiting for all year - Houston Baptist
versus Caltech.
Wait, what?
Yeah. exactly. Nobody waits for that
moment, not for an hour, not for a
minute, m\tCh less a whole year. ·
Why? Because both teams suck. Nqt
just a little bit, or in a way to make you
feel bad for them, but full on, lack of talent terrible. Neither of those teams has
legitimate claim for inclusion in the most
prestigious collegiate basketball tournamenr in the world but more and more we
are seeing the field watered down with
awful teams that sneak in. They do so by
getting hot at the right time. My solution
- cut them all, cut them all loose.
How do I justify my decision? Look, if
given enough time the cream will rise to
the top. If 16 weeks isn't long enough to
show why those teams should be included, there probably isn't a good reason.
Give the bid to the regular season
champs and we can avoid all of this
hoopla. NCAA selection committees
drone on and on every year about a
team's body of work so let's practice
what we preach for once and give the bid
to the team that plays the best in its conference.
I think everyone would agree that parity breeds competitiveness and better
competition makes for better games. As a
fan, whal would make for a better tournament: one dominant team running the
table on a collection of much weaker
teams or seven or eight equally-dominant teams squaring off in a knock-down,
drag-our fight?
Who do we have to blame for this? I
think you know.
Yeah, the NCAA is a little nllwcd. I
know it's hard to believe (pause) but Jet's
give them some grace. We know they're
worthless and they know they're worth·
less, but it's OK,' I still like them. That is
why they should look at what they're
doing, confess their indiscretions and
make the best of a bad situation.
Here's looking at you Mark Emmert.
You can do it. I believe in you.

Photo~

by Rick Burres!The News ·

The team celebrates after its 66-56 win aqainst Eastern Kentucky on Saturday. The victory clinched the Racers' regular season OVC title for the second year in a row.

View from the top
Sophie McDonald
Staff writer

1

After clinching the OVC regular season
championship Saturday against Eastern Ken·
tucky, the basketball team plays tonight as the
first seed in the OVC tournament.
"I'm very proud of our team and our seniors
this year to finish up with another regular season championship," OVC Coach of the Year
Billy Kennedy said. "As a coach, that has
always been the goal for me and the team to
win a regular seasQn championship."
Despite the absence of injuries, the team still
had its share of challenges, Kennedy said.
"We battled some different troubles and trials that come from winning a championship
the year before and the grinds of the season,"
he said. "This team demonstrated the kind of
character and toughness at the end to get it
done and I'm very proud of it."
Because of last year's success, Kennedy said
the season was just as tough as people warned.
"Or tougher," he said. "It was definitely challenging to have your roles change and your
team change throughout the year and then the
expectations just to be able to balance that and
to stay focused on trying to get better and trying to win games were a challenge."
Throughout the adversities, the seniors
became leaders, Kennedy said.
"We saw our seniors kind of embrace it the
last three games really, and step up and get it
done for us." he said.

In light of that leadership, the time fqr development has ended and the time to win has
come, Kennedy said.
"We're ncn trying to develop a bench, not
trying to develop a freshman, we're trying to
win," he said. "The guys we're playing right
now we feel very confident can help us win in
this league and can win in the tournament and
that's what we're doing."
Of his starters, senior guard B.J. Jenkins was
named OVC Player of the Week, and Kennedy,
who gave the vocal player the microphone on
court after Saturday's win, said he has been
great.
"He loves the microphone, be's very com··
fortable doing it,'' Kennedy said. "I might have
surprised him because I don't give him that
much authority, but it was a time and a
moment for him to have it and fortunately b.e
did a good job with it."
Kennedy said be thinks the team is peaking
at the right time.
"Our seniors. our attitude and our effort has
been great," he said. "We're playing with a
sense of urgency, it's tournament play and
someone has to step up and do something they
haven't done before."
Their opponent for tonight's game was
unknown as of press time, but Kennedy said
his team, which is winning by defense and
toughness. is not letting that affect them or
how they will approach the game.
"This time of year you're familiar with
everybody anyway," he said. "It comes down

Racers prepare for
return as No. I seed
to who plays the best on that given night, it's a
one shot deal and then you hope you get the
next shot."
The other team will have already had a
chance to work out tournament jitters before
facing Murray State tonightt.
"That's what you get when you don't have to
play (until) the third game," he said. "I would
hope that our guys who have been there before
are experienced enough to overcome that."
However, their opponent, whether \ it be
Tennessee-Martin or Tennessee Tech, does
not have it easy, Kennedy said.
"They have to be concerned about be'ing
tired the second game, because this time of
year you're mentally and physically fatigued,
so you give up one thing to fight another, we
just have to be good,'' he said.
Kennedy is banking on the Racers' previous
experience and dominant defense in Friday's
•
game, he said.
"Anybody can win two games with three
games in a row in our league, that's what tournament play is about, beirig hot at the right
time," he said. "I don't want to rely on being
hot, I want to be good and be good defensively, and play well together and continue to
make enough shots to win."
The OVC semifinals are set to start at 7
tonight in Nashville and will be aired on
ESPNU with the championship game at 7 p.m
Saturday, aired on ESPN2.

Contact McDonald
murraystate.edu.

at

smcdonald3@

The Best of the Worst

Year
2005
2004
2003
2002
1999
1998
1997
1996
1995

NCAA Qualifiers: Worst Records
(*won play· in. lost 1st round)
Team
Record
. oakland (Mich.)
12·18
•florida A&M
14·16
•Nc-Asheville
14-16
•siena
16·18
12-18
FloridaA&M
13·16
Prairie View
Jackson St.
14·15
Central Florida
11-18
Fla. International
11·18

~u

~,

Contact Waddell at gregory. waddell@
murraystate.edu.
~In · a sidcnote I'd like to apologize to
Cory Balthrop and retract previous statements.

'
Senior guard B.J. Jenkins has recorded AII-OVC honors twice In his two seasons as aRacer,

Junior guard Jewuan lont;~lays the ball in aqainst the Colonels.
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The Great Outdoors
Spring Break Fever
For most college
students.
Spring Br~ak is a
time to catch
some rays, a buzz
and a glimpse of
the opposite sex.
Many of the popular destinations
Steve
offer unique fishing opportuniMiller
ties.
Outdoor columnist
Places along
the coast of Florida and the Gulf shore
present a variety of fishing expeditions.
Depending on your budget and species
of choice, a trip can be easily arranged.
After all, it is difficult for a diehard
angler to be around so much water and
not wet a line.
A basic but fun approach to saltwater
fishing is off the beach or pier. It is certainly the ch~apest.
It doesn't require a boat or the hiring
of a guide. Simply pack a travel rod in
your suitcase and hjt the local bait shop
for the rest of the tackle you will need.
It won't be much. but a few necessities
will be nced~d.
A standard bottom rig will probably
be the best tactic for the beach and
piers. A heavy egg sinker tied above a
swivel connected to about three feet of
heavy leader material is the standard
set-up. Attach a live shrimp, crab or pinfish to the hook and you arc in business.
Cut baits heavy in scent and . oils will
also work, such as frozen shrimp, squid
or ballyhoo.
Expect to catch a variety of fish, such
as small groupers and snappers, Spanish
mackerel. barracudas, small sharks and
jacks. It is a welcome change of pace
from the freshwater fish of Kentucky.
Those serious about catching some of
the world's feistiest game fish need to
be out on the ' flats. Tarpon, bonefish,
permit, snook and redfish are some of
the ocean's most sought-after treasures.
Hiring a guide will be the best bet
because these fish are notoriously hard
to find and get close to. It Is more like
hunting as you seek out the fish bt;fore
you even make a cast.
. If you are lucky enough to place a
well-cast bait at one of these fish,
chances are you are in for a battle you
won't forget. Guides will provide the
bait and. high·quality tackle needed to
catch these powerful fighters.
For the more adventurous angler, offshore tishing is sure to feed that need.
Along the east coast of Florida flows the
Gulf Stream.
The Gulf Stream is Like a river in the
middle of th~ Atlantic Ocean, which
migratory fish usc as a highway to travel up and down the east coast.
To fish out here, you need a big boat,
big rods and reels and big muscles to
combat some of the fish you may
encounter. Tuna, sailfish, dorado,
wahoo and the occasional marlin are
common catches.
Some words of caution, though: Anyone prone to seasickness may want to
sit this one out or load up on Dramamine at the drug store before going.
It's no fun paying a lot of money to
throw up all day and watch other people
wind in your fish.
A fishing trip can be relaxing and
adventurous for those who get tired of
lying on tht.> beach all day.
There arc opportunities to suit any
budget, group size and skill level. The
best advice I can give is to stop at a local
tackle shop and ask what has been going
OIL They should be able to put you on
some fish. And if not, at least you are
still getting a tan while you ar~ casting.
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Sports Ecltor
Last week: 3-3

Last week: 3-3
Season record: 21-15

Season record: 21·15

Drew Hiney
Assistant Sports Editor
Last week: 2-4
Season record: 19-17

Wll c.twrlcJht
Chief Baseball Analyst
Last week: 5-1

Sophie McDonald
Rifle Correspondent
Last week: z.4

Season record: 21·15

Season record: 21-15

Guest Ashley fraser
Junior from Dallas. Texas
Last week: 4-2
Season record: 2o-16

No.2 Kansas
at No. 24 Missouri
No.4 Duke
at No. 13 North Carolina
No. 14 Florida
at No. 20 Vanderbilt
No. 10 Wisconsin
at No. 1Ohio State

•••

No. 23 Kentucky
at Tennessee
No. 7 Notre Oame
at No. 16 Connecti.cut

Women's Basketball

Late push falls short
Down 19, Racers claw back into game
Drew. B~y

Assistant Sports Editor

Photos hy Rid;
Sophomore guard Mariah Robinson gets to the rim aQalnst Austin Peay.

EKU wins Murray State Invitational
Eastern Kentucky University anglers
Tyler Moberly and John Smith bested
the field of 35 teams td win the Second
Annual Murray State Invitational in
Memory of Kyle Dieling last weekend.
The duo weighed in 26.54 pounds over
two days to win the tournament. The
team led even on day one with a five
bass limit that weighed just more than
17 pounds. The three bass they caught
on Sunday was enough to secure the
win over the hard-charging University
of Kentucky tandem of Cory York and
Brandon Carney. who brought 17
pounds to the scales on day two and finished second with a two day total of
24.33 pounds.
Rounding out the top five teams were
Lee Blakeman and RusseU Deakins from
University of Louisville, Kalcm Tippett
and myself representing Murray State
and Andy Southard and Jacob Chaney
from Western Kentucky University.

Contact Miller at stevc.mi/lcr@
murraystatc.edu.
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Junior guard Mallory Schwab is forced out of bounds by a Governor defender.
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The season came to an end for the
Murray State women's basketball team
against Austin Peay Wednesday afternoon when they lost 71-64. but not
without a fight.
For the first five minutes of the
game, the Racers led APSU, but after a
14-Q run by the Lady Govs, Murray
State found themselves trailing their
opponents for the majority of the •
game. On top of the run, which gave
the Lady Govs the lead, was another
run ofll-0 early in the first half to jump
out to a commanding lead of IS points
by the end of the first 20 minutes of
play.
This came in part to the fact Carrie
Daniels' squad shot 58.1 percent from
the field in the first half. including
going 6-for-9 from behind the 3-point
line.
"We just didn't do a good enough job
in the first half contesting perimeter
jump shots," Murray State Head Coach
Rob Cross said. "Their post players in
the first half made some good shots."
The second half started just as the
first ended, with Austin Peay hitting
another 3-point shot. At one point, the
Racers trailed the Lady Govs by 19
points before they began to hit their
stride and chip away at Austin Peay's
lead.

SophQmore g~.~ard Mariah RobiQson
led the attempted comeback for the
Racers before finishing with 28 points
on the day leading all scorers.
"We played as a team and we got
defensive stops which gave us momentum on offense," Robinson sajd. "(The
team) executed and we were a 'lot more
patient than we were in the first half.
so that gave us hope towards the end of
the game."
By the end of the run, Murray State
had erased the 19-point differential and
tied the game at 56 with five minutes
and 52 seconds left in the game. APSU
regained the lead before the Racers
tied them once again at 61 points with
two minutes and 34 seconds left, but
that was as dose as they would get to
having the lead, eventually losing by
seven points and ending the season
with a 9-21 record.
"I was very proud of the effort that
we gave in the second half of the
game," Cross said. "I thought our kids
fought when we were down big and
came back. If we gave the same effort
that we gave in the second half, (during) the first half, maybe the outcome's
a little different, but that being said I'm
proud of the way they battled toward
the end. It gives (the team) a positive
feel, and does give us something to
build OIL"

Contact Hursey at drew.hursey@
murraystate.edu.

Head Coach Rob Cross directs his team from the sideline In the first round of the OVC tournament
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Senior cameron Carrico watches his shot duri119 a match last fall

Racers set to kickoff
Kyra Ledbetter
Staff writer
After a series of foul weather events, the Racers will begin
their spring season, hoping the early setbacks will not keep
them from living up to their No. 2 preseason ranking.
This Monday. Murray State competes in the first meet of
the spring season at the Snmford Intercollegiate Invitational
in Birmingham, Ala.
Despite the weather delays. Head Coach Eddie Hunt said he
feels his team bas come back strong.
"The weather's been kind of tough, so we haven't had very
many good days to play," Hunt said. "During the win!er
months we also had winter workouts, so they stayed in shape.
Also they worked on their own during indoor hitting days."
However, he admitted the spring succession of tourna·
ments may prove a challenge to the Racers regardless of how
strongly they have come back from their time off.
"I think the ~pring season's tough, mainly because it's a
short season," Hunt said. "Once we start back we play about
six tournaments in eight weeks, so it takes a while to get back
in the groove, but we have a really good schedule." 4
Despite Hunt's concerns, the Racers were ranked as No. 2
for the spring season.
"After getting through the fall season I don't think it's any
doubt at this point that Jacksonville State has played better
than any other team in the conference and I felt like we
belonged in that second spot, although (other schools) had a
pretty good fall as well,'' Hum said. "It looks like, going into
the spring season, that those will be the teams to beat, with
Jacksonville State having a slight edge because they have beat
us head to head."
No.2 may be an underestimation of Murray State's abHlties
this season, he said.
"It all boils down to one tournament and having three good
days." Hunt said. "There's no doubt that we feel like if we get
everybody playing well and get the right line up, we have a
legitimate shot at the OVC (tournament)."
However, the Racers will need to see forward movement
from their last meet before that dream can become a reality.
"We need to see some improvement," Hunt said. "We fmished the fall season on a down note. We didn't play as well in
the Stetson Invitational as we could have, so I think we have
something to prove. We need to come back to these first cou·
pie of toumaments and be competitive. l think we have a
legitimate chance to win both of those."
As for the Samford lntercollegiate, Hunt feels confident his
team can take home its first win of the season.
"It's a really good golf course," Hunt said. "We've had a lot
of success there. We won that tournament one year and came
in second another, so we're familiar with that tournament. I
think probably six or seven of the OVC schools will be there,
so that'IT give us a gauge as to how we're stacking up."
Contt~ct Lt:dbettcr at kyra.lt•dbC'ttcr@murraystate.cdu.
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Sophomore catcher Ellyn Troop fields a 9roond bail last season while playl119 the infield. Troup hit .2961ast season while also beltl119 four home runs.

Sullivan records first no-hitter
to effect us at all, I was just feeling good."
She then threw a no-hitter and the team overcame the Reimont Bruins 8·0 before pitching Sunday ag:linst Georgia
Southern where the Racers lost 4-2.
"Even when the other teams were scoring runs on us we
kept coming and putting runs on the hoard," Pyron said. "So
overall I was really happy with the effort aml competitive·
ness of the entire group as a whole, but certainly it all ccntered .around Chclsey and the ,p erformance she gave us."
Despite the loss, Pyron said Sullivan pitched well.
"It was the first time we have thrown a pitcher in hack-to·
back games in program's history," he said. "We just told the
pitchers we were confident in throwing all of them but if
someone was throwing well we were just going to ride them
as long as we could and Chelsey was certainly doing that. She
did a great job for us."
As the Racers shift their focus to the DeMarini Invitation·
al in Fullerton, Calf., this weekend, Pyron said the g:1mcs will
not be easy.
''We're going out there to get challenged to gl'l a measure
of where we arc to prepare ourselves for conference play," he
said. "We certainly have a stiff schedule out there and we're
going to need to play well to compete."
With contribution from everyone, the team is capable of
playing on the same level as their first-time opponents, Cal
State-Northridge, Oregon State, Stanford, California ;.nd
Iowa, Pyron said.
"We're going to need our pitchers to step up ami throw
well and keep hitting the way we're hitting and play solid
defense," he said. "We hope we go out there and play the way
we're capable of, that's what you hope to do every time you
step on the fteld, just play your game and compete." \
Sullivan said to carry momentum into the games against
the west coast teams means doing the same thing.
"(I will) just keep playing like I have, it's not something
that can come and go I just have to know that it's always
there," she said. "Not everything is always going to work as
well as it did on Sunday but (I must keep) finding a way to
win and be there for the team."
Contact McDon:lld at smcdonald3@murmystmt:.<'du.

Sophie McDonald
Staff writer
The softball team played four games and picked up a win
in the War Eagle Classic in Auburn, Ala.. last weekend, but
the highlight of the tournament was junior Chelsey Sullivan's
pitching performance Saturday against Belmont.
After live innings, three walks and three strike outs, Sulll·
van became the first player in Murray State softball's two
year history to pitch a no-hitter.
"It felt good, but it can't be done without my defense so I
can't take all the credit," she said.
Sullivan has become a reliable, competitive leader, said
Head Coach Jay Pyron.
"Chelsey has really stepped it up and bas been the rock for
our staff," he said. "She has emerged as that pitcher who is
setting the tone for us and leading the way and I'm real proud
of her for that."
Pyron said he was pleased with the overall performance
from the weekend.
"We put runs on the board, .J.e·re scoring runs against any
team we play which is really positive to see and overall the
defense has been pretty good," he said. ''We've made a few
mistakes here and there but the bright spots this weekend
were cenainly our hitting and Chelsey and the circle."
The first game placed the Racers against Middle Tennessee State where chey felll&-8.
"We kind ·Of just struggled," Sullivan said. "We decided we
were going to refocus and then came out on Saturday and
played Auburn and I felt like team morale was up, I thought
we were ready to go and play a big school."
Later. Auburn defeated the Racers 14-l.
"It didn't turn out the way we wanted it to," she said. "It
wasn't all bad, we learned a lot and there is a lot of things we
can improve on and I'm ready to start doing that."
After the loss, the team collected their thoughts, Sullivan
said.
•·we reflected on how the day went and we decided that we
just had to keep playing and find a way to win," she said. "So
we played Sunday morning and it was early but it didn't seem
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Creator of PostSecret
shares world-wide art
Anna Taylor
Assistant features Editor

Photos by Derek MillerfThe Nt•W.I

Postsecret creator Frank Warren shares one of the many secrets the publishers did not want him to put In his books.

Warren talks with a fan and signs a copy of his book in Waterfield Library after his lecture Tuesday.

Receiving more than 200 postcards in
the m:1il daily, Frank Warren, creator of
the world-wide art project "PostSecret,"
has been called the most trusted
stranger in America.
Warren visited Murray State on Tuesday as a part of the University Lecture
' Series sponsored by the Student Gov·
ernment Association and Campus
Activities Hoard. His lecture was held in
Lovett Auditorium for the general public.
The on-going art project is available
to anyone in the world to anonymously
mail their confession on a homemade
postcard to Warren's home address in
Maryland. Select secrets Warren
receives are chosen to be posted on the
website rostsecret.com, published in
the PostSecret books or on displJy in
museum exhibits. M:my secrets were
also ~>hown in the All American Rejects'
music video "Dirty Little Secret," which
was played at the beginning of Warren's
lecture.
''In November of 2004 I had a crazr
idea," Warren said. "I printed 3,000 self·
addressed postcards that were blank on
one side and on the other side I had
some simple instructions. 'You're invited to anonymously contribute n secret
to a group art project. Your secret can
be a regret, fear, betrayal, desire, confession or childhood humiliat ion.
Reveal anything as long as it's true and
you've never shared it with anyone else
in the world."'
Warren shared some of his favorite
Post Secrets and some othis own secrets
at the lecture.
"I think we all have secrets and everyday I think each of us makes the decision about what to do with our secrets,"
he said. "I think we keep them in a box
and we deddc what to do with our box

- whether to bury it down like a coffin
;md for~ct about it or 10 bring it out into
the light, open it and share our secrets
like gifts."
After he spoke, Warren opened the
noor for audience members to reveal
their secrets. Several students shared
their untold confessions.
Warren closed his presentation with a
wish that the audience share the
strength of thl· students who revealed
secrets.
"I hope that spirit (from your classmates) reached beyond these walls. can
Jive beyond tonight," ht.• said. "And if
you forget everything else I said here
tonight. I hope the one thing you'll
never forget was the courage in your
classmates' voices and the secrets they
share.
They remind us that no matter what
your •secret is tonight whether you
heard somebody say it or not, whatever
it is, you're not alone."
Stephanie Smith, freshman from
Mount Vernon, Ind., 01ttcndcd the lecture because she has h'-'l'n a ~m ~>f PostSecret for two years and wanted to see
bow it originated.
"I definitely think (Warren) was
inspiring and I think some of the things
he had to ~ay were the things everyone
thinks but no one wants to say," Smith
said following the lt•cturc.
PostSccret has published five books
and Warren antil.'ipates publishing
more. Following the lecture. Warren
hdd a book-signing in Waterfield
Library.
In 1nticipation of the PuslSecret lecture, students had the opportunity to
submit their own secrets on the back of
recycled catalog cards in Waterfield.
Some of the secrets submitted by students are on display on the right·side
wall in Watt•rfield on the first floor.
Cuntact
Taylor at atay/or2@
murraystate.edu.

Groups prepare to step up for annual competition
Paige Graves
Contributing writer
Thl• hours of practice campus groups have
put into their routine:; will come down to one
night as the llth Annual Alpha Step-Off
approaches. hosted by the Zeta Omicron
chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity.
Jherica Johnson. junior from Clarksville.
Tenn.. i'i a coach for the Alpha Gamma Delta
sorority.
•
"I believe the Alpha Step-Off is a wonderful and inventive way to promote and fund
raise for Alpha Phi Alpha, Inc.'s philanthropy, March of Dimes," Johnson said. "We
have put in countless practices and numerou~ hours on top of the pain and the sweat."
Stepping is a form of danCl' in which the
entire body is used as an instrument to produce complex rhythms and sounds through a
mixture of footsteps, words and claps. The
Step-Off features participants spon~ored by
the lntcrfraternity Council, the Pan-Hellenic
Council and the National Pan-Hellenic
Council.
•
Open to any IFC and PHC fraternities,
sororities and independent groups, the StepOff is an effort to raise money for tht• March
of Dimes, an organization dedicatl'd to fullterm pregnancies and to researching the
problems that threaten the health of infants.
Ronald Sickles, member of Alpha Phi
Alpha and senior from Louisville. said l:le
nnticipates raising more m~)ney for March of
Dimes than in past years. and ultimately

Kyli!! Town,end/The Ntws

Members of Sigma Sigma Siqma rehearse for Tuesday's Alpha Step-Off, hosted bY Alpha Phi Alpha.
hopes groups have a good time.
~over the years we have seen ups and
downs in returning teams, mainly because
the altitudes toward the show started off as

'win, win, win' as opposed to 'let's have fun
first and try our best to win,"' Sickles said.
He said he hopes to attract fust-timc audience members to the show, while increasing

attendance to become the biggest event on
campus.
"Wl' are currently second to All-Campus
Sing," Sickles said.
Competitors arc c..xpectt•c.l tn compile a
seven to 10 minute-routine under the supervision of a coach from Alpha Phi Alpha. Last
year Sigma Phi Epsilon walked away with
first place in the fraternity division. and
Alpha Sigma Alpha won for the sorority division. Other Greek organizations that participated included: Alpha Sigma Phi, Alpha
Delta Pi, Alpha Gamma Dc.lta, Alpha Omicron l'i. Sigma Sigma Sigma and Sigma Alpha
Iota.
,Kt•lly Hcrrcnbruck, sophomore from
Madisonville, Ky.. is a lirst·timc mcmht•r of
the Sigma Alpha lt1ta .step team and said that
the team has had intense practice sessions in
preparation for the show.
"We practice Monday through Thursday
and sometimes the weekends," Herrenhruck
said. "I think that step team has given us a
chancl' to bond as sisters and build closer
relationships. We hnvc fun, but also work
hard and push to perform nt our highest
lt•vel."
The Alpha Step-Off is at 7 p.m. Tuesday in
Lovett Auditorium. Tickets are on sale from
11 a.m. to 1 p.m. today through Monday in the
Currls Center and cost $7. Tickets at the
door are $10.
Contact Gra\'CS at paige.gr:n•es@
murraystatc.edu.
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Video Game Review

Channel Surfing

Crossover fightillg sequel good, difficult

My favorite furry friends
I am totally n cat
person.
I spend way too
much time talking
about my cats. My
Facebuok friends arc
forced to read so
many cat updates that
I'm surprised l have
any social media
friends at all.
My cats are super
cute, though, and I
think having a few
good pets is important for your well·
being. They greet you when you come
home, sleep on you when you're cold and
make you laugh when you need to laugh.
I can't tell you how many times I've
burst into a fit of giggles because Finkle,
my fluffy. fat kitten, has stolen my socks
or accidentally closed himself inside the
cabinet (after Artoo let him in).
Because I appreciate the value of a pet,
I completely understand the importnnce
of a good pet in television shows. Those
pets should be celebrated. so I proudly
present my top five favorite TV pets.

Fcatun•s f:ditor Charlotte Kyle
writes tht• vidt•c> g.1m<~ rcvit.•ws.

The room is silent as 1 stand from
my chair. the harsh lights illuminating my pale skin.
"My name is C,harlottc." l dear
my throat, nerves getting rhe best of
me. "I'm ... a button-masher:·
A chorus of "Hi, Charlotte" fills
the room and suddenly I don't feel
so alone. After all. Button Mashers
Anonymous is a place for everyone
who has experienced the frustration ofhead·to-head cumbat arcade
games.
This is clearly an overly dramatic, poorly written scenario, but
despite that, it feels good to get off
my chest.
As hard as 1 try to learn moves
and combos, I can never successful·
ly perfect the art uf chaining fluid
movements to take down my opp~
ncnt. "Marvel vs. Capcom 3: Fate of
Two W oriels" reminded me of this
fact.
"Marvel vs. Capcom 3" is the fifth
in the "Marvel vs. Capcom" franchise, though my experience with
the previous installments is limited.
This means it is likely I have played
some of them but I never set a goal
to conquer the arcade mode.
This game gave me that muchneeded chance.
Then it conquered my soul, ignited my rage and caused me to wake
up my sleeping boyfriend.
My problem. of course, was that I
was attempting my first real arcade
mode experience on the "normal"
difficulty instead of "easy" or the
more appealing "very easy" option.
A rookie mistake. I know. but I
was feding ambitious. I certainly
didn't want to look like a weak girly
girl in front of the male garners in
my life. I wanted to hang with the
big dogs nnd kick the big dog butt.
My boyfriend said he plays on
"easy" or "very easy." Who's the
girly girl now? (Hint: it's him.)
Despite my inability to beat the
final fight on normal mode, J thoroughly enjoyed the game.
The game features 3-<m-3 matches and my first round through I
stuck with a care1ully tnought out
team of Marvel's She-Hulk and Spider-man along with Capcom's Morrigan (from the Darkstalkers
series).

Phoro c·ourt•o:;y of ign.com

Oh, Spider-man. You captured Dante like you captured my heart. I only hope you won't break my heart like you'll break his face.
My reasons. of course, Wl·re purely superficial.
She-Hulk is voiced by actress
Maria Canalo; Barrera so I love hearing her voice as she taunts the com·
puter. While this w as my initial rca·
son for picking She-Hulk, the character proved valtwble when 1 gut
stuck on ~ higher level.
As it turns out repeating a run·
ning backflip kick move can dt•stroy
your competition fairly fitst. Sure.
it's super cheap and not worth
many points, but I am mort.• con·
cerned with winning than how I
won.
Spider-man gets a bid bel.'ause
I've always been in love with Peter
Parker. I'm glad I chost• him, too.
When yuu win a tight with him lw
webs his camera into the air and
gives a thumbs up ..
How cute is that? I would Stlmctimes switch to Spider-man ri_ght
before winning a match just so I
could see that, that's how much I
loved it.
Morrigan · was chosen simply
because I like playing girls (typical,

I know) and Chun-Li seemed too
obvious and cliche. I tend to gravi·
tate' toward the girls bt.:causc of
their speed and agility.
Plus they seem to respond really
well to button-mashing.
The game has a mission mode
\~hich I found really helpful in
attempting to stop my button·
mashing habit. The mode reaches
you to string moves together to
furm combus.
It's really helpful while you're
playing it, but unfortunately all of
that knowledge goes straight out of
the window when I'm in the heat of
battle.
More serious and experienced
fighting gamers wiU obviously not
have as many frustrations as I have.
but even they won't think the game
is easy. It can be a l!hallenging and
time-consuming game if you choose
to l:!n that route.
"Marvel vs. Capcom 3" is great
for pick-up games with your
friends, too. It's easr to jump into a
game and fight a few matches. The
game keeps track of your wins, loss-

This week's new releases
lliMie Tuesday
liDs
CDs
• Avril Lavigne - UGoodbye Lullaby"
• Glee - uVolume Five"
• Lupe Fiasco - "Lasers"

'

• •Inside Job"
• "Momlnt Glory"
• lhe Next Three Days"

es and winning streaks so there isn't
any arguing with your buddy about
who crushed whom.
You will, however, argue about
whether or not it's .fair that your
friend keeps using Iron Man's pro·
jeetile attack, making you unable to
get close for a tight.
Feel frel~ to usc the Sht.... Hulk
move to get back to him. then agree
to a fair light. This .game is great,
but it isn't worth losing a friendship
or a limb over.
Contact Kyle at churlutte.kyle@
murrayscate.edu·.

J"hQtOS and lniCJmlatron courtesy o1 amazon.com
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Zero lives: Not worth a quarter
in the arcade
One life: About as much fun as an
invisinle wall
Two lives: Nice way to waste a
weekend
Three lives: Your next addiction
Four lives: Game of the Year
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Afairly new webSite. top~com claims to

offer the most awesome radical onariY top 10

lists online. Maybe they're exaogerating some,
but honestly, they deserw to have their fln
After all, they're provlclng the web universe
with top 10 lists such as iop 10 Craziest Objects
FOtlld in Peoples' Bumlklns. n "Top 10 Best
Drunken YOQa Poses." That's pretty Qnarly.
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As always, fellow readers and pet·
lovers, I encourage you to t.... mail me or
comment on thenews.org with your
picks for top critters.
Contact Kyle at charlotte.kyle@
murraystate.edu.
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l Perry, •Phineas and .P erb"
When Perry the platypus wanders
away from the Flynn-Fletcher home he
puts on a hat and takes on the role of
Agent P, a secret -a~ent determined to
stop the evil Dr. Doofenshmirtz.
Doesn't everyone want a pet who can
save the world and still be home in time
for dinner? This semi-aquatic egg-laying
mammal of action has a theme song, a
scooter and a catch phrase. He's clearly
living the dream.

photo courtesy Q(. toplOking.com

I

3

2. Salem, "Sabrina the Teenage Witch"
Salem is a -cat living with the Spell·
mans because he's 'actually a SOO·ycarold warlock who wants to take over the
world. Am I the only one who sees how
awesome that is? This felon-turnedfeline bad the best one-liners on the sit·
com. Do you think Melissa Joan Hart was
jealous?

Top 10 Kino;-

-

+

3. Annie's Boobs. "Community"
Troy's feelings on his pet monh•y sum
up my feelings on the matter entirely too
welL When Jeff asks why he hns one he
responds, "It's an animal that looks like a
dude. Why don't l have JO of them?" This
abandoned pet still lingers in the vents of
Greendale, observing his former owner.
That loyalty deserves to be honored.

cc

Medium

Easy

4. Rufus. "Kim Possible"
Anyone can own a dog llr a cat, but
Ron Stoppable owned a naked mole rat.
He was sort of cute and he even had a
rap! ~What is that? That freaky thing?"
I'm sure Rufus made naked mule rat
exhibits more popular at zoos across the
country. (P.S. Sorry for the headline, bud.
I love you despite your lack of fur.)

Editor's pick

·~

~ ~
6.

S. Happy, "7th Heaven"
On the show the Camden's c:minc did
not have too many storylines. However,
fans of the series quickly learned that if
you ~rote Happy a fan letter you
received an autographed photo of the
white pup, complete with stamped paw
print. That alone earns the dug a top
spot.
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Last Week's Solution

Create and solve rour
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.
Play more Sodoku and win prizes ar·
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( Sample Cover Letter

111 Main Street
Anywhere, KY 44444
Date
3 blank lines.

1 blank fine
1 blank line

1 blank line
1 blank line

1 blank line

1 blank line

•
•

.

•

•

AVOID

Mr. Robert Employer
Personnel Director
ABC Company
111 First Street
Somewhere Else, KY 11111

.UN PROFESSIONALISM
( r,.

Dear Mr. Employer:
1st paragraph

-Referral
- How you learned of the position
- Position title/specific department for which you are applying
- Resume enclosed

2nd paragraph

- Show how your experience and skills meet the job description

3rd paragraph

- Discuss the company/organization and include information
from your research
-Tell them you are available for an interview and express interest
in the company
- Request a personal interview

4th paragraph

- Thank the employer for his/her time and consideration
- Include your telephone number and e-mail address for their
convenience to discuss future employment or interview opportunities

II
Sincerely,

3b/anklines

1 blank line

11

•

JO"M A.

S~

John A. Student
Enclosure

Dos

Don'ts

• Collect the correct company information including contacts. job
description and mailing information
• Tailor the letter to a specific position and company
• Address the letter to a specific person
• Elaborate on skills and qualifications not listed on your resume
• Use same color and quality paper and envelope
• Type address on envelope
• Keep letter to one page in length
• Obtain input on others for opinions on content
• Proof and reproof
• Ask for an interview and provide dates and times of availability

• Address letter to "Gentlemen" or "To Whom It 'May Concern"
• Make each paragraph too lengthy, limit each to 4-S sentences
• Exaggerate or claims skills that are untrue
• Make the letter so general that it could go to any company
• Handwrite your application materials, e.xcept your si~ature
• Forget to say what position for which you are applying
•' Begin any paragraph with ••1., or "My"
• Fold your letter or resUme '""
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I·believe that
talented people make
all the difference in
the world.

•

One of the best thing::, I like about \\Orking
nt Enteqms~ is thm there's f>t)
~'n t:veryonc's

111\ll h

C. l<.lb

individual abilttil'' nnd

achit'\TnH'nl'i. It <llllllt'> 10 Jo '' ith an
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'i!l}"i

that rour <.un·cs... b trul} up

Tht~

means that rhcrc's no one sttmdard

f(l

you.

lonnub for dotng thingo.; around here.
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:t "idc group
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I hey'rc

part l'i t}H' WI r fabric of our SUCCt~<,.

What company best
represents me?
\\c .tr,· ,m eqtt.ll opponumty employer.

Mlf·/l)J\~

1 believe this one.

If you h;ne c.'l:perienct in sale~ or customer sel"\-ke and a bachelor's degre.-. ple<~sc appl)' online (o \\WW.t.>ntcrprist".rom/ t·un:t'r!'.
t'"L :wo • l"·mail: mil...l'.hammom!fu nncrorn

Or wntat:t: Mike tht1nnt<Hid, Group Rerruicing M;utager • phnm·: (')Ol> .. 5A-7808
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Answer common interview
questions with ease
Tell me about yourself. Do not ramble, do not discuss personal information.
The employer wants to know your career-related achievements, experiences,
training and skills as they relate to the position/ industry. They want to know
can you do the job, will you do the job, and how cooperative you will be with
others. The goal is to sell yourself as the best match to the job description.
What do you know about our organization? Here is where researching the company/ industry will come in handy. Be able to discuss who they are, what they
do (the services or products), philosophies, locations, etc. without sounding
robotic or sounding like a know it all. Employers repeatedly• say that students
do not know how to sell themselves and/or they fail to ask for the job. "During
my research, 1 discovered ..."
Why do you want to work for us? If you have done your homework, use it here
to direct yotJr response to the specific needs of the company. Example, my
research indicates that your company is known for ... Express your interest in
becoming a part of the team because of your desire to ..., while you highlight the
fact that this type of activity (creativity, innovation) is encouraged by the organization.
Why should we hire you? Your answer should be in terms of your abilities and
experiences in relation to the job plus add any benefit you could offer the company. Let them see the energy, and enthusiasm you would bring to the table.
What are your short-term goals? Be sure to let them know that you plan to be
with the company and this is not a stepping stone. "In short terms I want a good
start in a company like (Company Name) and those responsibilities and roles
which I can use to... I want to work with great energy and enthusiasm for the
growth of both the organization as well as my career." If you have specifics for
the position, state them.
What are your long-term goals? Again, be sure to let them know that you plan
to be with the company and also focus on your achievable goals and the steps

IPcavdlu..n©a~lh [p)©Jfr"fr{~ Si~uv~cc~~ is hiring

summer camp leaders, coordinators,
lifeguards, and pool managers. Do you
need a fun , rewarding job that will
advance your skills and keep you busy
this summer?
• Camp leaders and coordinators
supervise campers and provide a
funatmosphere through camp
activities and games.
• Lifeguards and pool managers
supervise visitors and help maintain
a healthy and safe environment at
the Noble Park Pool.

Come see us and learn more about how
you can have fun this summer and get
paid!
~ Jai

5

you are taking to achieve them. "Long term after gaining experience, I want to
be in a better position to be able to contribute ,and share my knowledge and
experience for the betterment of the entire company, employees and shareholders as a whole.
Describe a difficult work situation/project (Le. conflict with boss or co-worker) and how you solve<\ it. Remain positive while discussing a problem you
faced, the action taken and the results or the outcome of those actions. Provide
the necessary details and examples to reinforce your statements. T he key here
is to display your behavior during a conflict and how you resolved it. Remember
to be relatively brief. Do not talk negat ively about anyone (former boss, coworker)
What are your strengths? Use key action words that best describe your abilities
to do the position you seck. Again, here is where a 30-second speech selling
yourself is beneficial. Use examples to exemplify your capabilities and achievements. ''I am a self starter who pays close attention to details with the ability to
motivate others around me to work smarter not harder. For example. I took the
initiative to ... and by doing that it drastically cut cost and got others involved.
Today that project is still in place."
What are your weaknesses? Remember they want to know about your work not
your character. Another important fact is you always want to turn your weakness into a positive by stating what you are doing to overcome it. Example: I'm
accused of being a perfectionist. I like to do things right the first time. Usc an
examplt': and it saves me time, therefore it saves the company time because I do
not have to go it again.
Do you have any questions for me? By asking valid and thorough questions
about the company or the position, the employer will know that you are truly
interested. This is another area where researching the company will come in
handy. Questions can be generated from the information you obtain. It is imperative that you d not't ask too many or ask unnecessary questions.
Ask: When a decision will be made? What are the education and training opportunities? Who will this position report to? What is the future direction
of the company?
Remember, if you get caught off guard, or need clarification, do not hesitate
to take the time to think before responding or if necessary ask for more information. Practice, practice, practice.
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=~ www,homec!tvlce.com =~
Great Job Opportunities!!
Hiring Students Pert·Time NOW end Full· Time During Summer & s reells

Flexible Hours & GREAT PAY/I

We offer 10-40+ hours/week
Year-Round Primary Route Salesman

$8.00 to $14.00+ per Hour

800-992-8176
Calvert City, Kentucky
APPLY ONLINE! WWW.HOMECITYICE.COM

No Experience Necessary.

Train in one facility during school and worl< m another dunng

summer break. We offer Schedule Flex'b'lttv.

Start training !JJ2Jf.

Schedule an Interview A .S.A .P. Bring a Friend !

www.homeeityice.com
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---

-

- -

-.....,._.,.......----~::;----,........._-~..,.....,......----:----------:------------

•Homecare.
-orthopedics
·~SeMces

·POst AnestheSia care
·Prograssive care

Apply on-llne.at ........d.~
Lourdes Human ~~rces ~
1530 Lone Oak Road
Paducah.1<Y 42003
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Go to the Career Services Website
http://campus.murraystate.edu/services/
careerservices/index.htm
Click on the "Experience" link at the top right
hand comer of the page.
The Racer Tracks screen below will appear.
Click "Create Account"
Register for your account. Fill in all required
fields.
Browse jobs, internships, and employers.
Upload documents; publish resumes, cover
letters and writing samples.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

**If you have questions about Going Global or Racer
Tracks, please contact Regina Hudspeth in the Career
Services office at 809-2907 or e-mail regina.hudspeth@
murraystate.edu.
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With single sign
on option coming
soon
No more multiple
usernames and

passwords.

To access simply log
into your myGate
account and select
Racer.TrackS to jump
start your career.
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Murray Calloway County Hospital
Industry: Healthcare - Other
Majors Being Recruited: Marketing; Nursing; PreOccupational Therapy; Pre-Physical Therapy
Murray State University Graduate Studies
Industry: Academic
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
Murray State University ROTC
Industry: Education/Academia - Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Army officers
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
Murray State University WKMS-FM
Industry: Communications/Media - Other: Public
Affairs
·
•
Jobs Being Recruited: WKMS Intern
Nooter Construction Company
Industry: Construction
Jobs Being Recruited: Corporate Safety;
Construction Management
Majors Being Recruited: Occupational Safety &
Health
North American Stainless
Industry: Manufacturing
Jobs Being Recruited: Safety Coordinator;
Environmental Specialist; LII Computer Engineer;
Elec. & Mech. Engineers
Majors Being Recruited: Computer Science;
Occupational Safety & Health; Electromechanical
Engineering Tech; Environmental Engineering
Tech
Northwestern Mutual Financial Network
Industry: Finance/Banking - Other
Jobs Being Recruited: College Financial
Reprentative (Internship); Financial
Representative (Full Time)
Northwestern Mutual Financial Network
Industry: Finance/Banking - Other •
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
Owens Corning
Industry: Manufacturing
Jobs Being Recruited: Environmental & Safety
Development Program; Environmental & Safety
Intern
Majors Being Recruited: Environmental
Engineering Tech; Environmental Regulartory
Affairs
Paducah and Louisville Railway, Inc.
Industry: Transportation
Majors Being Recruited: Computer InformationSystems
Paducah Parks Service
Industry: Recreation/Parks/Sports
Jobs Being Recruited: Summer Camp
Coordinators; Recreation Leaders; Pool Managers;
Lifeguards; Interns
Majors .Being Recruited: All Majors
Paschall Truck Lines
Industry: Transportation
Jobs Being Recruited: Accounting; Customer
Service; Marketing; Administration; Maintenance
Patti's Enterprises, LLC
·
Industry: Travel and Tourism
Pella Corporation
Industry: Manufacturing
Jobs Being Recruited: Department Manager
Majors Being Recruited: Accounting; .Business
Administration; Management; Marketing;
Organizational Communication; Public Relations;
Occupationlll Safety & Health; Social Work;
Liberal Arts; Psychology; Sociology: Social
Science: Electromechanical Engineering Tech;

9

Engineering Science; Environmental Engineering
University of Louisville. Integrated Programs
Tech; Industrial & Engineering Tech:
Biomedical Science JPIBS
Manufacturing Technology; Mechanical
Industry: Education/Academia- Other; Science~
Engineering Tech; Drafting & Design Tech;
Other; Research; Academic
General Psychology; General Studies
Jobs Being Recruited: Graduate Students
Pepsi MidAmerica
·
Majors Being Recruited: Biochemistry; .Biology;
Industry: Food and Beverage
Molecular Biology; General Psychology
Jobs Being Recruited: Manager Trainee;
URS Corporation Washington Division
Territorial Sales Reps; Sales· Positions
Industry: Construction; Engineering - Other
Majors Being Recruited: Advertising; Business
Majors Being Recruited: Occupational Safety &
Administration; Management; Marketing; Public
Health
Walgreens
Relations: Radio/felevision; Occupational Safety
Industry: Retail/Merchandising
& Health; Human Services; Public Administration;
jobs Being Recruited: Business Management
General Studies
Intern; Retail Management Intern
Performance Learning Systems
Industry: Education/Academia- Other
Windstream Communications (formerly KDL)
Jobs Being Recruited: Marketing Specialist;
Industry: Telecommunications
Graphic Designer; Website Designer
Jobs Being Recruited: Optical/Facilities
Rosendin Electric Inc.
Engineering; Network Planning; Fiber Design
Industry: Construction
Engineering/CAD; Rotational Engineering;
Network Technician
Jobs Being Recruited: EH&S Manager
Sam's Club
Majors Being Recruited: Computer Information
Industry: Wholesale
Systems; Computer Science; Telecommunications
Jobs .Being Recruited: Sales and Marketing;
Systems Management; Civil Engineering;
Computer Technology
Construction Engineering Tech;
Majors Being Recruited: .Business Administration;
Electromechanical Engineering Tech; Engineering
Computer Information Systems; Computer
Physics; Engineering Science; Mechanical
Science
Engineering Tech; Drafting & Design Tech
Sherwin Williams Company
Youth Villages
Industry: Retail/Merchandising
Industry: Social/Human Services - Other;
Jobs Being Recruited: Management Trainee
Nonprofit Organization
Majors Being Recruited: Finance; Management;
Jobs Being Recruited: Behavioral Youth
Marketing; Liberal Arts
Counselor; Family Intervention Specialist;
Internships; Transitional Living Specialist
Solutia Inc.
Industry: Manufacturing
Majors Being Recruited: Recreation Theraputic:
Criminal Justice; Pre-Occupational Therapy;
Summit - Liberty Mutual (formerly Summit
Consulting)
Social Work; Psychology; Sociology; Child
Industry: Insurance
Development; Family & Consumcr·Studies;
Jobs Being Recruited: Loss Control
• Learning & Behavior Disorders; Social Science;
Representative; Underwriting; Sales Account
Clinical Psychology; General Psychology;
Executive
Recreation & Leisure Services
SurePoint Lending (First Residential Mortgage
Network. Inc.)
Industry: Consulting - Other; Consumer Products;
Finance/Banking - Other; Real Estate;
for Bachelor Deqrees
Retail/Merchandising; Other; Corporation
Totll Job Openings
Jobs Being Recruited: Loan Advisor I Mortgage
Ocalpltlon
2G08-2018
Banker
Majors .Being Recruited: All Majors
Elementary schOol teachers. except spectal
597,000
TempsPl~ Inc. - Employment Services
education
Industry: Accounting; Consulting - Other; Human
Acco~Jntants and audlton
498,000
Resources; Manufacturing; Retail/Merchandising;
Technology - Other; Other; Wholesale; Skilled
Secondary school tNChers. ercept $IJtdll
412.000
Labor; Third Party Staffing
and vocational education
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
. United States Army Recruiting
Middle school teacheB, fXCept special and
251.000
vocational education
Industry: Government - Other
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
Computer systems analysts
223,000
United States Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco,
Firearms and Explosives
ZJ8;000
Computer software enQineers, applications
Industry: Government - Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Special Agent; Industry
Networ11 systems and data colnmunteatlons
·2~.000
Operation~ Investigators
analysts
United States Navy Recruiting District St. Louis
Comi)Utfr software enolneers. systems soft·
153,000
Industry: Government - Other
ware
United Systems & Software, Inc.
Industry: Technology - Other
Construction managers
138,000
U.niversity of Kentucky (MBA)
Industry: Academic
Market research analysts
m,ooo
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors

HOTTESTCAREERS
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A suit jacket that
matches your skirt
or pants is a great
way to look profes·
sional at the career
Fair. A nice sweater
or blouse will also
work.

ressto

A suit jacket is

prefered for
but a col·
lared shirt and
a tie is a must.

-111111:'11,

Tuck your shirt
in and wear a
belt when in a
professional
setting.

Collared, button
down shirts are
nice options to
go under a suit
jackets,
but
most dressy
blouses
will
work.

Things to remember when dressing for the Career
fair or an interview:

.

Dress pants are a must at the
Career Fair. If you borrow a
suit from a friend, make sure
it fits well. Employers don't
want to see a potential
employee in pants that are
two sizes too big or little.

Skirts should hit at or
below the knee. Dress
pants are another appro·
priate clothing option for
the career Fair.

• Flip flops are qreat for the beactt. not aprofessional setting.
• Be sure your Clothes fit your body; don't wear a suit that is
too big or small.
• An interview isn't the time to be fashion-forward. Plain.
dean ~ of clothill9 work best When you're trying to
~~~

11

A closed-toe heel is pref· _ _

Men should wear
dress shoes with
their suits or
dress
pants.
Don't forget to
shine them.

• Women wearinQ a skirt should make sure the 4enoth tomeS ered for women while at
at or below thelr knee.
the Career Fair or when
going
on an interview.
• Athletic ShOes and socks are not JPProprtate for orofessional drea Wear dosed1oe dress shOis aild remember to
shine them.

Management & Technical Training Program
YOU WON'T BE JUST ANOTHER NUMBER WITH CEO'S TRAINING PROGRAM!
While we take our recruiting seriously we aren't out to .hire
thousands of new candidates every year. CEO Is looking
for those select few who can stand out and be a part of the
growth plans In the organizations future. That's only one
of the reasons our success rate has been so high since
the Inception of our training Program.
For those candidates that want to make a difference, the CEO TRAINING
PROGRAM is a highly structured development course designed to prepare
candidates for Profit Center Management or Technical Sales. As part of our
training program you'll learn the electrical distribution business on the job,
through home study and in conjunction with our formalized training classes.
This challenging program requires a strong commitment from each participant
and encompasses all aspects of the electrical distribution field.

START
YOUR CAREER TODAYf

All Interested candidates should be self motivated,
sales oriented, geographically flexible and possess an
entrepreneurial spirit.
(

Please visit our website at www.cedcareers.com

...

Consolidated Electrical Distributors Is An Equal Opportunity Employer
I

I
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Employers r
top s s,
·qualities for candidates
J

t

Following verbal communiNew college graduates
looking to crack the still- cation skills in terms of
tight job market need to hone importance were a· strong
their verbal
work ethic, teamwork skills,
.
communianalytical skills, and initiative - skills that "employers
cation
skills, say
see as critical in today's
workplace," says Mackes.
employers
taking part
Interestingly, when asked
in a recent
how satisfied they were that
· new college graduates could
survey
conducted
\W
deliver on
key skills,
by the National Association
of Colleges and Employers
employer
(NACE).
~
responseAmong employers taking
was mixed.
T h e y
part in NACE's Job Outlook
reported
.
2011 survey, verbal communication skills topped the list of
being "very
"soft" skills they seek in new satisfied" with the teamwork
college graduates looking to and analytical skills of new
join their organizations. ·
college graduates, put verbal
.~......._..,_
. -'"'
That's not communication skills, initia''
surprising, tive, and a
according to strong work
STRONG Marilyn ethic all fell
Mackes, below that
ANALYTICAL
WORK
NACE execu- level, with
SKILLS
tive director. rating~ · hovETHIC
Employers · e r 1 n g
consistently between
•
place com- "somewhat
munication skills at the top satisfied" and "very satisof the list of key skills," fied."
Mackes said.
Even if candidates can
'

'•

Source; Job Outlook 2011, National Association of

Colleges and F.mplo}·ers.

deliver on those top five
skills, employers have a fairly
substantial list of other skills
they deem as important and
other attributes they seek,
Mackes said.
"In fact, employers rated
nine other skills/qualities as
'very important' to 'extremely important,' and most cited
GPA requirements and a
preference for new graduates
with internship or other relevant work experience," she
said.
While a strong work ethic
or top-notch communication
skills are unlikely to mitigate
a dismal GPA or lack of experience, such skills are important in a tight job market.
Said Mackes: '~mong candidates with similar qualifications, the candidate who
can offer the employer more
of those important soft skills
has an edge."
I
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Recent report shows · ·
increased college hiring,
recruiting activity
National Association of Colleges and Employers'
college hiring index for February 2011 jumped up
sharply from January's numbers- rising from 120.9 to
126.3.
As a result, the outlook for the Class of 2011, which
was significantly better than that of its immediate
predecessors at the start of the recruiting season,
continues to show improvement.
The February figure is the highest yet recorded in
the short history of the NACE hiring index, indicating that the Spring 2011 recruiting season will likely
be brisk.

i

I

In addition, the percent of employers who report
plans to hire more graduates in 2010-11 than they
hired in 2009-10 continues to grow. Currently 53.3
percent of respondents anticipate an increase in
their college hiring.
The overall recruiting activity index for February
2011 also increased significantly from its January
level.
The current figure stands at 125.9, up ftom last
month's 121.2. This suggests that on-campus recruiting activity for both internships and full-time hiring
should be much.better than in the past two years.
Survey results are reported as an index with scores
ranging from zero to 200; a score of 100 on the index
represents no change in hiring prospects/ recruiting
activity; scores below 100 represent an expected
decrease in either :recruiting activity or hiring levels;
scores above 100 represent an expected increase in
the short-term level of recruiting or college' hiring.
The February index results are based on the
respon~es from 112 NACE employer organizations,
for a 39 percent response rate.

NACEINDEX

NACEINDEX

COLLEGE RECRUITING

COLLEGE RECRUITING

<100 =decrease; 100 =no change; >100 = lncr se

<100 = decrease; 100 = no change; >100 = Increase
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Social ntedia assists job·search
We have all heard the negative warnings on Facebook, but have you ever considered using social
media to your advantage while conducting your job search? Why not?
We know that the best method to landing the job you want is by networking and what is social
media, if it is not networking.
Networking, is defmed by the Oxford Dictionary as "a group of people who exchange information, contacts, and experience for professional or social purposes," is perhaps more crucial than
ever, as an established relationship can make you stand out against the competition, as stated in a
recent article published online by Inc.com.
There are numerous sites that one can connect with people they know. So why not let them
connect you to other people that may have or know of opportunities that interest you. The top
three social media used are Facebook, Twitter and Linkedln.
However, according to Alison Doyle, the Job Search Guide for About.com, Linkedln is the top
site for professional networking. She further states that "Everyone who is job searching or build.
ing their career should have a presence on Linkedin."
Job seekers should use the tips below to improve their online presence to enhance the potential
of gaining employment. Linkedln can help you find - and attract - the best opportunities.

----Checklist: 10 Online Job Hunting Tips---Want to increase your chances of
landing a great job online?

ership terms (captain, president) and
action words (managed, designed).

LMaketime
It's easy to let job hunting fall to the
bottom of your to-do list, but you
can't afford to let that happen.
Schedule at least 15 minutes a day iri
your calendar to work on your
resume, update and check online networking profiles and search job listings. Opportunities come and go
quickly, so you need to be in the
game on a daily basis.

4. Reach out
Connect on Linkedln with everyone
you know -- friends, family, neighbors. professors, family friends,
internship colleagues and others.
Once you're connected, send each
person a friendly message on
Linkedln, asking if they would keep
an eye out for the particular kind of
job or jobs you're seeking or if they
can introduce you to other helpful
contacts.

2. Get noticed
What better way to impress a
recruiter than to have a professional
networking profile appear as the fust
search result for your name?
Completing your Linkedln proflle to
100% with your education, experience, recommendations and group
memberships will increase your
search ranking and give employers a
strong impression before you ever
meet in person.
3. Be keyword savvy
Make sure your profile is chock-full
of keywords that will attract a
recruiter's attention. Look through
job postings and Lin.kedln profiles
that appeal to you and incorporate
some of the same words or phrases.
ln addition to job- and industry specific words, recruiters also love lead-

industries you want to join. Every
discussion in which you comment is
an opportunity to market yourself to
people who might be hiring. and
every group contains a "Jobs" tab
where members post opportunities
to one another.

7. Search high and low
What makes Linkedln's job postings
different from others is that they
don't just tell you who is hiring, they
tell you how you are personally connected to that company through your
network. Even when you see a job
S. Spread the word
listed
on another site, Linkedln can
To build your credibility and stay on
help you research people at that
people's radar screens during your
job hunt, regularly update your sta- · .company and tell you how you are
personally connected through your
tus on Linkedln and other social networks. You might share links to artinetwork. No matter where you look
cles you think would be relevant to
for jobs, cast a wider net by altering
people in your field (to show you are
your search terms and location criteup on the news), announcements
ria from time to time.
about events you're attending (to
show that you are actively network8. Follow companies
ing) and good career news (to show
When you see a job you like on
that you're headed for success). Just
another
job board, use Linkedln as a
remember to keep your updates
company research tool. Check out
clean and appropriate.
the Linkedln Company Page of any
organization where you'd like to
6. Get into groups
work and click "Follow company."
Beyond· connecting to individuals.
Activities of that organization on
join Linkedln groups related to your
Linkedin (job postings, hires, .
alma mater, professional associaannouncements) will appear on your
tions, volunteer organizations and

homepage and alert you to potential
opportunities.
#

9. Persist (without pestering)
While you don't want to be a pest,
persistence is a very important component of the job search process.
Sending follow-up messages through
Linkedln can help you stand out
from other candidates. Every time
you send someone a message
through Linkedln, the recruiter or
hiring manager can easily click over
to your profile and check out your
credentials
10. Consider Job Seeker Premium
Once you have a strong Linkedin
proftle, you want to make sure it gets
to the top of recruiters• in boxes when
you apply for jobs. Linked In offers an
upgrade feature called Job Seeker
Premium that, among other benefits,
places your profile at the top of the
list of applicants to the jobs you
apply for on Linkedln. Premium subscribers are twice as likely to be contacted by recruiters and 80% more
likely to be found in search. Check it
out at http:/ / www.linkedin.com/
jobseeker.

Tips posted at http:/ /careerservices.
li nkedin.com / 10- Job - HuntingTips.pdf
I
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What can Career
Services do for me?
A lot more than you are probably aware. Career Services provides MSU students and alumni with a variety of opportunities
and assistance in all aspects of career development. Please use
th~ following FREE services to maximize your career potential.
Employment Opportunities
Information on full- and part-time
employment and daily, updated listings
of job vacancies on and off campus are
available on the Career Services website
and in the Career Services office (210
Ordway Hall). In addition, applications
for local student work programs can be
obtained in the office.
Career Counseling
Trained professional staff me·m bers
are available to assist you one-on-one or
through group orientations with career
planning, job search techniques and
Internet searches. A computerized program called Discover is also available
for you to explore job choices and deter.mine which jobs might be your best fit.
Career Fairs
Career Services sponsors various
events throughout the year, including
Fall and Spring Career Fairs, Teacher
Career Fair and Part-Time Job Fairs. All
students and alumni are encouraged to
attend and network with company representatives. Additional information and
a calendar of events can be obtained in
the Career Services office or on the
website.
Graduate School
The staff in the Career Services office
can assist individuals interested in ~rad
uate or professional school by provtding
information on applications, interviews,
scholarships, testing and admission
requirements. We have listed excellent
links for information through our website.

Cooperative Internships
By participating in this program, you
have the opportunity to apply skills and
knowledge learned in the classroom to
actual on-the-job experience while gaining course credit. The work experience
can be a full or part-time, paid or nonpaid, career-related position. You can
elect to co-op/ intern for a summer,
semester or an academic year. To be eligible for this program, you must be in
Perfecting your Resume and Cover good academic standing and be enrolled
at MSU the semester prior to the work
Letter
To perfect your resume and/or cover assignment. Enrollment must be concurletter, first drop off your documents at rent with employment.
our office or email them to lau:ren.smee@murraystate.edu. Next, call KHEAA Work-Study Program
270-809-3804 to make an appointment
The Kentucky Higher Education
to meet with Lauren and discuss sugges- Assistance Authority Work-Study
tions to enhance your documents. You Pro~ram provides job opportunities to
will be sure to leave with a resume that eligtble students by placing them in
career-related positions. You must be a
will stand out against competition.
Kentucky resident, have at least a 2.0
cumulative GPA, and be progressing satMock Interviews
Mock interviews are designed for you isfactorily toward completion of a
to learn about the interview process and degree.
gain interviewing skills. Mock interviews can be arranged on an individual National Student Exchange Program
basis for most any type of interview set- (NSE)
Through the NSE network, undergradting and are held in the Career Services
uate students have the opportunity to
office, unless otherwise stated.
study for up to one year at one of over
On-Campus Interviews
180 colleges and universities at little or
Announcements of employers inter- no more cost than attending MSU. This
viewing on campus are posted on the program allows you to take advantage of
Career Services website and throughout the academic strengths of the other unicampus. You can schedule an interview versities in their chosen programs.
with a recruiter through a Racer Tracks Many returning students also have new
account. Company information is avail- perspectives on their education and betable in the office and on the web and ter appreciation of their home · region,
~hould be reviewed prior to interview- family and campus.
mg.
Online Recruiting
Create an account on "Racer Tracks", a
new single sign-on job search database
today. Racer Tracks is exclusively
unique to MSU students, alumni, faculty
and staff. You can upload multiple
resumes and manage your own credentials electronically on a continuous basis
while searching for employment opportunities, and internships.
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Meet the Career Services Staff
210 Ordway Hall
' ' Don't wait until the
last minute and leave
no stone unturned!
Have confidence in
yourself first and it .
will show through to
future employers. ,

-Lauren Smee

'

Select a field of study
which provides a
needed service to
others. Become an
expert in providing
that service.

Ross Meloan
Carecr.Services
Director, NSE
Coordinator

You never get a second chance
for a first impression.

-Donna York

'

Regina
Hudspeth
Career Specialist

-Ray
Karraker

Donna York

Lauren Smee

Administrative
Secretary, NSE
Program Assistant,
KHEAA Coordinator

Career
Counselor

Participate in multiple internships or
cooperative education opportunities. These
experiences will pay dividends when it comes
time to apply for positions of employment at
the end of your matriculation at MSU. ' '

'

Ray Karraker
Co-op and
Internship
Coordinator

Use social media to your
advantage and not against you.

-Regina Hudspeth

-Ross Meloan
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